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Abstract: This paper presents an modified direct torque control (DTC) method for the wind power system based on the doubly-
fed induction generator (DFIG). The basic principle of direct torque control based on DFIG Asystem is analyzed. A modified 
strategy is presented by increasing the division accuracy of rotor flux position and the number of basic voltage vectors. The 
proposed method improves the performances of the system and reduces the rotor and torque ripples. By comparing the 
simulation results of the conventional and the improved DTC method applied in DFIG-based wind power system, the 
effectiveness of the proposed control method is validated.   
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I.  INTRODUCTION 
Due to the power electronic improvement and its high reliability, doubly-fed induction generators (DFIG) have clear superiority in 
the applications of wind power generation [1]. The main advantage of the DFIG is that the power converter transmits only a fraction 
of the total power (20-30%) which means the losses are relatively low [2].  
The direct torque control (DTC) method has been widely applied in DFIG because of its good performance, simple structure and 
low parameter dependency [3]. In the DTC system, a proper voltage vector is selected from a switching table, which is determined 
by the torque hysteresis, the flux hysteresis and the position of rotor flux [4]. It minimizes the use of machine parameters and 
reduces the complexity of vector control algorithm [5].  
The DTC method is an alternative to vector control for DFIG based wind power generation. High torque ripple are the main 
limitations of hysteresis based DTC [6], [7].  
The conventional DTC method has some notable drawbacks, including irregular flux and torque ripples at steady state. Paper [8] has 
used a strategy of subdividing the space voltage vectors to solve the problem.  
In this paper, an modified  DTC strategy for DFIG applied in the wind power generation is proposed by increasing both the division 
accuracy of the rotor flux position and the number of basic voltage vectors. Consequently, a new switching table is designed 
according to the new logic judgment. The flux trajectory is approximately circle, and the flux and torque ripples are greatly reduced 
in the improved DTC method. The simulation results prove that the DFIG system has better steady-state performances and faster 
response of rotor speed for the change in wind velocity by using the improved DTC method.  

II. MODELING OF DFIG  
As shown in Fig. 1, in the DFIG based wind power generation system, the stator windings of DFIG are directly connected to the 
grid and the rotor windings are fed through back-to-back variable frequency converters [9]. The main focus of this paper is on the 
rotor-side converter, in which the DTC strategy is appliedLr is the rotor inductance, Lm is the mutual inductance between the rotor 
and stator. Ψs is the stator flux, Ψr is the rotor flux and θ is the phase angle difference between them.   

 
Fig. 1: Wind energy conversion system of DFIG 
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As the stator winding of DFIG is connected to the power grid, the magnitude of the stator flux |Ψs| can be considered to be 
constant when the voltage-drop on the stator winding resistance is neglected and the supply voltage does not fluctuate [10]. 
Therefore, the torque of DFIG Te is controlled by the magnitude of the rotor flux |Ψr| and the phase angle difference θ.  

III. PROPOSED MODIFIED DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL (DTC) 
The principle of DTC strategy based on DFIG system is to directly select the proper rotor voltage vectors according to the rotor 
flux, torque errors and the rotor flux sector [11]. As shown in Fig. 2, the torque Te

* and the rotor flux Ψr
* references are compared 

with the corresponding estimated values.  
The Te

* reference comes from the rotor speed regulator through a PI controller and the rotor speed reference ω* comes from MPPT 
strategy. The torque and flux hysteresis HT and Hψ are discretized from the torque and rotor error ET and Eψ by using hysteresis 
band comparators.  

 
Fig. 2: DTC system of DFIG  

  

 
(a)                                                             (b) 

Fig. 3: Flux sectors and voltage vectors in DTC method 
(a) Conventional DTC  (b) Modified DTC  

 
TABLE 1  

SWITCHING TABLE IN CONVENTIONAL DTC METHOD  

Hψ  HT  

  Sector    

S1  S2  S3  S4  S5  S6  

Hψ=1  

HT=1  V2  V3  V4  V5  V6  V1  

HT=0  V6  V1  V2  V3  V4  V5  

Hψ=0  

HT=1  V3  V4  V5  V6  V1  V2  

HT=0  V5  V6  V1  V2  V3  V4  
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(a)                                                          (b)  

Fig. 4: Flux trajectory  (a)  Conventional DTC  (b) Modified DTC 

In the conventional DTC method as shown in Fig. 3(a), there are 6 rotor flux position sectors, S1-S6, and each sector occupies 60 
degrees. There are totally 8 switching combination, 6 of which are active vectors V1-V6 and the other two are zero vectors V0, V7. 
For instance, when the rotor flux Ψr (t) lies in sector S2 and the voltage vector V3 is applied for a period of time Δt，Ψr (t) will go 
to Ψr (t+Δt).   
In the traditional DTC controller, the voltage vector selecting rules by means of basic DTC are presented in table 1, which is 
designed on the basis of the hysteresis comparators and the rotor flux sector. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the flux vector reference and the 
hysteresis band both track an approximately circular path. Thus, the rotor flux follows its reference within the hysteresis band in a 
zigzag trajectory.  
It can be seen that the flux trajectory in conventional DTC has relatively large ripples determined by the hysteresis band width, 
which causes some drawbacks of the system, including large flux and torque ripples at steady state. In order to improve the 
operating performance by using DTC in DFIG, this paper proposes an improved strategy by increasing both the division accuracy of 
rotor flux position and the number of basic voltage vectors as shown in Fig. 3(b). In this method, there are 6 more basic space 
vectors that are added in the direction of angular bisector between each 2 adjacent vectors in Fig. 3(a). Similarly, 6 new sectors are 
composed. According to the improved strategy, the new space vector selecting rules are presented in table 2.  
As shown in Fig. 4(b), within the hysteresis band of the same width as Fig. 4(a), the new system using the improved DTC method 
has smaller ripples in the rotor flux’s circular path due to a higher division accuracy of both position sectors and basic voltage 
vectors  

 
Table 2 Switching Table In Modified Dtc Method 

Hψ  HT  

     Sector       

S1*  S2*  S3*  S4*  S5*  S6*  S7*  S8*  S9*  S10*  S11*  S12*  

Hψ=1  

HT=1  V3*  V4*  V5*  V6*  V7*  V8*  V9*  V10*  V11*  V12*  V1*  V2*  

HT=0  V10*  V11*  V12*  V1*  V2*  V3*  V4*  V5*  V6*  V7*  V8*  V9*  

Hψ=0  

HT=1  V4*  V5*  V6*  V7*  V8*  V9*  V10*  V11*  V12*  V1*  V2*  V3*  

HT=0  V9*  V10*  V11*  V12*  V1*  V2*  V3*  V4*  V5*  V6*  V7*  V8*  
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The simulation models of the conventional DTC strategy and the proposed method for a DFIG-based wind generation system are 
carried out in MATLAB/SIMULINK environment by using the same DFIG and converter models. A 50kW DFIG is used, the 
frequency of the power grid is 50 Hz. The synchronous speed of the rotor is 1500 r/min. The DC-link voltage is 690V.   

 
        (b)  

Fig. 5: Response of rotor speed as wind velocity changes   
(a)  Conventional DTC  (b) Modified DTC 

The dynamic performances of DFIG-based system are shown in Fig. 5(a), and Fig. 5(b). As the wind velocity changes, the rotor 
speed follows the reference determined by MPPT strategy to capture the maximum of the wind power. The rotor speed in the 
improved DTC system has a faster response compared with the conventional system. The steadystate performances of the system 
are shown below.  

 
(a) 

 
     (b)  

Fig. 6 Magnitude of rotor flux: (a)  Conventional DTC  (b) Modified DTC 
  

      (a)  

  

The s p eed is stable after the10th second.  

The s p eed is stable before the10th second.  
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(a)  

    
           (b)  

Fig. 7 Magnitude of electromagnetic torque: (a)  Conventional DTC    
(b) Modified DTC  

Fig. 6(a), Fig. 6(b) show that the rotor flux ripple of the DFIG system using the improved method is smaller than that of the system 
using the conventional method. Both the two figures show the average amplitude of the rotor flux is 0.814 pu. While the maximum 
deviation of the rotor flux in Fig. 6(a) is 0.435 pu and the maximum deviation of the rotor flux in Fig. 6(b) is 0.155 pu. That means 
the DFIG system using the new DTC method has reduced the deviation of the rotor flux by 64.4%.  
Fig. 7 (a) and Fig. 7(b) show that the electromagnetic torque ripple of the DFIG system using the new method is smaller than that 
of the system using the conventional method.  It can be seen that the average amplitude of the electromagnetic torque is 0.4.  
While the maximum deviation of the electromagnetic torque in Fig. 7(a) is 0.211 pu and the maximum deviation of the 
electromagnetic torque in Fig. 7(b) is 0.042 pu. It can be concluded that the DFIG system using the new DTC method has reduced 
the deviation of the electromagnetic torque by 80.1%.  
One of the important performances of the DFIG system is the DC-link voltage between the rotor-side converter and the grid-side 
converter as shown is Fig. 1. It can be seen from Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b) that the DC-link voltage ripple of the new DTC method is 
smaller than that of the conventional DTC method. The average DC -link voltage is 690V as the simulation system sets. While the 
maximum deviation of the DC bus voltage in Fig. 8(a) is 3.744 V and the maximum deviation of the DC bus voltage in Fig. 8(b) is 
1.500 V. Therefore, the DFIG system using the new DTC method has reduced the deviation of the DC bus voltage by 59.9%.  

 
(a) 
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(b) 

Fig. 8 The DC-link voltage (a)  Conventional DTC  (b) Modified DTC 

V. CONCLUSION  
In this paper, an modified DTC method for DFIG-based wind system, which increases both the division accuracy of rotor flux 
position and the number of basic voltage vectors, is introduced. The simulation results are presented and show the effectiveness of 
the proposed DTC method that helps to reduce the rotor flux, torque ripples and the DC-link voltage ripple. The results prove that 
the system has better dynamic performances by using the improved method as well.   
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